Departmental
Restructuring
Bronze and Silver Interim
Award Application

ATHENA SWAN INTERIM DEPARTMENT AWARDS
Recognise the work underway in departments to ensure that changes to the structure of
the original award‐holding department do not adversely impact on gender equality in the
department or any gender equality initiatives or Athena SWAN activities in place. Interim
awards recognise that the department has taken action to ensure gender equality is
embedded in the new structure, and to ensure the continuation of its actions to address
the key issues identified by the self‐assessment process.

VALIDITY OF AWARDS AND ELIGIBILITY OF APPLICANTS
Interim awards will be valid for three years from the date of the application.
Applicants for an interim award:
 must hold a valid Athena SWAN departmental award
 cannot apply for an interim award which is higher than the level of the
departmental award they currently hold

COMPLETING THE FORM
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO COMPLETE THIS APPLICATION FORM WITHOUT
READING THE PROVIDED GUIDANCE.
This form should be used for applications for Bronze or Silver Athena SWAN interim
awards.
You should complete each section of the application applicable to the award level you are
applying for.

Additional areas for Silver applications are highlighted
throughout the form: 4.2, 4.4
If you need to insert a landscape page in your application, please copy and paste the
template page at the end of the document, as per the instructions on that page. Please
do not insert any section breaks as to do so will disrupt the page numbers.

WORD COUNT
The overall word limit for applications are shown in the following table.
There are no specific word limits for the individual sections and you may distribute words
over each of the sections as appropriate. At the end of every section, please state how
many words you have used in that section.
We have provided the following recommendations as a guide.
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Department application
Word limit

6,500

Recommended word count
1.Letter of endorsement

500

2.Description of the changes arising from restructure

1,000

3. Self‐assessment process

1,000

4. Supporting and advancing careers

3,500

5. Further information

500
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Date of application

17th MAY 2018

Name of institution

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER

Name of department applying
for award

SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Interim Award Level

Bronze

Silver

Focus of department(s)

STEMM

AHSSBL

Name(s) of department(s)
holding previous awards

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE; SCHOOL OF
PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES; AND FACULTY
OF LIFE SCIENCES

Details of previous award(s)

Date: 07/12/2015; 28/11/2014;
15/04/2015

Contact for application

Level: Silver

Dr Kath Watson

Must be based in the department

Email

Kath.watson@manchester.ac.uk

Telephone

0161 306 1898

Departmental website

https://www.bmh.manchester.ac.uk/

1. LETTER OF ENDORSEMENT FROM THE HEAD OF DEPARTMENT
Recommended word count: 500 words
An accompanying letter of endorsement from the head of department should be
included.
Note: Please insert the endorsement letter immediately after this cover page.
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School of Biological Sciences
Faculty of Biology, Medicine and Health
The University of Manchester
Stopford Building
Oxford Road
Manchester
M13 9PT
+44(0)161 306 0692
www.manchester.ac.uk

Athena Swan Manager
Equality Challenge Unit
First Floor, Westminster Tower
3 Albert Embankment
London SE1 7SP

3 May 2018
To Whom it May Concern
Re: Athena Swan Application
I am delighted to support and endorse this application for an Athena SWAN silver award from The
School of Biological Sciences (SBS) within The Faculty of Biology, Medicine and Health formed in
August 2016 following the merger of the Faculty of Life Sciences and Faculty of Medical and
Human Sciences (FBMH). I was offered the role of Head of SBS following an external recruitment
process in January 2016, so have been at the helm from the formation of the new School. As a
woman in science and academia I strongly believe that all genders have equal abilities and rights
to pursue successful careers. I have welcomed the opportunities that leadership roles, particularly
my current position, have provided me to work to uphold the principles of Athena Swan.
One of my first tasks was to appoint (through a process of advertisements and interviews) a Senior
Leadership Team including the academic roles of Leads for The Divisions, Undergraduate
Teaching, Postgraduate Teaching and Research, Business Engagement and Social Responsibility
(SR) and PSS leads for Finances, Human Resources, Communications and Administration
together with researcher and fellow representatives . I have been fortunate to recruit a group of
high calibre individuals which has a male to female ratio of 38:62% giving, I believe, the strongest
possible signal that in SBS high performance and leadership skills are recognised and promoted
regardless of gender. A key strength of the SLT, that we aim to build on throughout The School, is
the close and effective partnership between academic and PSS colleagues. A priority for The SR
lead from the outset was the establishment of The Athena Swan Self-Assessment Team (SAT)
which has grown in size, strength and diversity since its formation. I have been a member of the
SAT from the outset and have been impressed by the commitment and engagement of the
members.
The key challenge we face is to ensure that all staff and students in SBS are fully supported to
develop and progress their careers which requires improvements in the quality and uptake of
annual performance and development interviews. We are tackling this with a programme of training
for appraisers and appraisees and campaigns to ensure 100% engagement.
I am very proud of what SBS has achieved in the first year and a half. I believe that working with
the principles of The Athena Swan charter and involving staff and students every step of the way
will underpin the development of an even more successful and more satisfied workforce and
establishment of a culture where high performance is expected and facilitated regardless of
gender, ethnicity, or disability and where there is recognition and respect for the range of
challenges facing staff. In addition to observing all the relevant guidelines and legislation I use my
position of Head of School to be a role model, talking openly about my own experiences.

I confirm that all the information presented in the application is an honest, accurate and true
representation of The SBS.
Yours sincerely,

Professor Jane Worthington
Head of The School of Biological Sciences,
Faculty of Biology, Medicine and Health,

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE CHANGES ARISING FROM RESTRUCTURE
Recommended word count: 1000 words
Please provide a detailed description of the changes arising from the restructure – for
example, redistribution of staff, change of location, changes to course delivery – including
any relevant contextual information. An overview should be provided on high‐level
staffing changes including the total number of staff affected. Please provide a description
of the department pre‐ and post‐restructure, and an indication of how the restructure has
impacted each of the previous departments/units.

2.1 FACULTY: Changes and impact on staff and organisational structure (500 words)
The Faculty of Biology, Medicine and Health (FBMH) (Figure 1), at the University of
Manchester, was created on 1 August 2016 when the Faculty of Medical and Human
Sciences (FMHS) and the Faculty of Life Sciences (FLS) were brought together in a new,
simpler, more integrated structure, with a view to facilitating greater interdisciplinary
working and more collaborative research activities compared to the former structure
(Figure 2).

Figure 1: The new Faculty of Biology, Medicine and Health (FBMH) showing Schools,
Divisions and Domains (post re‐structure).
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Figure 2: The old Faculty of Life Sciences and Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences
(Pre‐organisational re‐structure)
This major organisational change affected all staff based in the two legacy faculties ‐
around 3,200 employees in total.
All 982 core academic staff were assigned to one of the 18 new operating Divisions and
given opportunity to request change to their assigned location 6 months prior to the new
Faculty launch. 90% of academics accepted their assigned locations. Research staff were
also invited to open briefing sessions on the structure of the new Faculty and asked to
align themselves with one or more of the eight new Strategic Research Domains (Figure
1). Professional Support Services (PSS) colleagues were invited to drop‐in sessions and
allocated roles at Faculty, School or Divisional level in the new structure. The bringing
together of the two Faculties inevitably meant some duplication of management roles;
and as a result, 22 PSS posts at level 6 and 7 were lost when the new Faculty was created.

The New Organisational Structure
Each of the three Schools within FBMH comprises approximately 300 academic staff (162
clinical academics from 3 NHS Trusts) and 2,500 UGT and PGT students. While the 18
Divisions are of varying size, they are made up of coherent groups of former FLS and
FMHS staff who have shared research, clinical and teaching activities. FBMH was
designed to promote collaborative working and sharing of best practice throughout the
new Faculty. This is in order to capitalise on strengths in discovery science, to ensure links
to medical and health research and to optimise translation where appropriate. Several
Faculty funded workshops have already taken place to encourage involvement in the
development of strategic goals for research and to encourage academic and research
staff to network (e.g. launch of the University of Manchester Research Institute (UMRI)
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Vaccine Network, and the Nanotechnology in Medicine Network supported by cross‐
faculty pump‐priming for interdisciplinary research*). In addition, several new seminar
series within Strategic Research Domains have been launched to bring staff across
Schools together.
*http://www.staffnet.manchester.ac.uk/services/rbess/research‐strategy/umri‐pump‐priming/

Impact on academic staff
The biggest impact of the Faculty restructure for academic staff has been the dismantling
of the Research Institutes and Professional Schools of the two former Faculties (Figure 2)
and the regrouping and reassignment of staff to the new Divisions (Figure 1).
Critically, no academic roles (including clinical academic; see Further Information on
restructure impact for these roles) were lost in the new Faculty structure. No academics
were asked to move geographic location; job descriptions, roles and responsibilities
remained unaltered; research continued as usual; teaching staff continued to deliver the
same programmes. A number of new senior management roles were created for
academics, advertised widely with clear job descriptions. These included three Heads of
School; 18 Heads of Divisions; and 8 Research Domain Directors. The introduction of the
new management structure meant that there were some changes to individual line
management. Prior to the launch of the new Faculty, all staff were kept up to date with
restructure progress via a weekly e‐zine advertising open meetings to give all staff an
opportunity to comment. All staff were also invited to open ‘meet and greet’ events
with newly appointed Senior Leadership Teams, once appointed. These events were all
well attended. In addition, other management roles were created within Schools and
Divisions (e.g., Health and Safety Leads, Social Responsibility Leads, Business Engagement
Leads).
Impact on PSS staff
The reduction in 7% (22/298) of PSS roles at Level 6 & 7 was achieved by a voluntary
severance and redeployment scheme, with clear and wide communication of the new
PSS structure and grade 6/7/8 job descriptions, followed by invitations to aspirational
interviews. This process was supported by PSS drop‐in sessions which took place across
February/March 2016. Compulsory redundancy of PSS staff was successfully avoided. For
PSS staff at grade 5 and below, job roles, responsibilities and line management remained
unchanged. Like academic colleagues, they were assigned to work within one of the new
Divisions or at Faculty level. PSS structure at level 5 and below was finalised in
consultation with the campus Trade Unions.
Impact on students and course delivery
Recruitment and examination panel undergraduate and postgraduate students. The
restructure had no impact on the gender distribution of UCAS 1‐2‐1 interview panels. In
the past 3 years ~40% of the UCAS interviewers were women. For the external
examination board, all members were white males. We are currently in the process of
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making changes to promote equal opportunities for external examination panels (Action
1.7).
The organisational changes had no impact on the delivery of our undergraduate and
postgraduate teaching programmes and the overall student experience.
The impact on postgraduate research students was also negligible, with students
continuing to work in the same laboratories or offices, with their assigned research
lead/principal investigator.

2. SCHOOL: Changes and impact on staff and organisational structure (500 words)
Within the School of Biological Sciences (SBS) six new Divisions were created (Figure 1),
encompassing 972 staff and 2870 students (Figure 3). The post for SBS Head of School
(HoS) was advertised nationally and Professor Jane Worthington was successfully
appointed. She leads the School Senior Leadership Team (SLT, Table 1) which meets
monthly, and updates on Athena SWAN are a regular item.

Figure 3: Staff and student numbers within SBS. Segments are representative of overall
percentage within the School.
All academic staff were initially assigned to a Division and given a one month consultation
period to request an alternative Division of their choosing. All requests to opt for a
different Division were approved and confirmed by January 2017. All research staff
remained working in their existing research group. The student population was
unaffected by the restructure.
Each of the 6 Divisions has a Divisional Leadership Team (DLT) which meets monthly and
includes the Heads of Divisions, Deputy Head, Health and Safety Leads, Teaching Leads,
Research Representatives, Social Responsibility and Athena SWAN (AS) Leads. The re‐
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structure has been an opportunity to embed AS in the School and Divisional leadership,
bringing new representatives with diverse work and life experience (Section 3). AS
initiatives and updates are always agenda items. The SBS SAT also provides the Divisional
AS Leads with monthly updates to cascade to staff/students within each Division.
Within SBS, the HoSO is responsible for PSS, with deputy HoSOs covering divisional
support, teaching and learning, & infrastructure and communications. The PSS teams
meet on a monthly basis and important information from a University, Faculty and School
level is cascaded to all staff via the monthly Team Brief. In the case of research support
focused PSS staff, this takes the form of the Research Project Managers’ Network where
staff meet bi‐monthly.
Table 1: Membership and role of SBS Senior Leadership Team including gender balance.
Name

Gender Role

Jane Worthington

F

Head of School: Biological Sciences & Professor of Chronic Disease Genetics

Alison Howorth

F

Head of School Operations: School of Biological Sciences

Anne Barton

F

Head of Division: Musculoskeletal & Dermatological Sciences.; Professor and Honorary Consultant
Rheumatologist

Judith Hoyland

F

Head of Division: Cell Matrix Biology & Regenerative Medicine; Professor of Molecular Pathology

Simon Hubbard

M

Head of Division: Evolution & Genomic Sciences; Professor of Computational Biology

Dean Jackson

M

Head of Division: Molecular & Cellular Function; Professor of Cell Biology

Daniela Montaldi

F

Head of Division: Neuroscience & Experimental Psychology; Professor of Memory Neuroscience

Angela Simpson

F

Head of Division: Infection, Immunity & Respiratory Medicine; Professor of Respiratory Medicine

Kate Middleton

F

Deputy Head of School Operations (Divisional Operations)

Gail Morrissey

F

Deputy Head of School Operations (Infrastructure & Communication)

Kelly Osgood

F

Deputy Head of School Operations (Teaching, Learning & Support)

Stephen Johnston

M

HR Partner: School of Biological Sciences

Nia Griffith

F

Head of Finance: School of Biological Sciences

Brian Bigger

M

Director for Business Engagement: Division of Cell Matrix Biology & Regenerative Medicine. Chair
in Cell & Gene Therapy

Nicola High

F

Director of UG Studies: Division of Infection, Immunity & Respiratory Medicine; Senior Lecturer

Rachel Watson

F

Health & Safety Lead: School of Biological Sciences, Professor of Cutaneous Science

Sarah Herrick

F

PGT Director: Division of Cell Matrix Biology & Regenerative Medicine; Senior Lecturer

Alan Whitmarsh

M

PGR Director: Division of Molecular & Cellular Function; Senior Lecturer

Suzanne Verstappen

F

Director of Social Responsibility: Division of Musculoskeletal and Dermatological Sciences;
Reader in Musculoskeletal Epidemiology

Joanne Konkel

F

Research Fellows Representative: Division of Infection, Immunity & Respiratory Medicine; David
Phillips Research Fellow

Alessandro Faroni

M

Research Fellows Representative: Division of Cell Matrix Biology & Regenerative Medicine;
Research Associate
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Several new initiatives within SBS encourage social and academic interaction including:
Annual School Event for all staff, School Board ‘All Staff meetings’ (3 times per year),
monthly open coffee mornings with the HoS and SLT representatives, SBS Scientific
Seminars followed by ‘Happy Hour’, inaugural Professorial Lectures and Divisional Away
Days.
Section word count 1178

3. THE SELF‐ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Recommended word count: 1000 words
Describe the self‐assessment process. This should include:
(i)

Details of how the self‐assessment team has changed over the restructuring:

A new Social Responsibility (SR) Lead was appointed in October 2016 to establish an AS
SAT Committee for the School with three priorities: (i) to widen the AS scope to include
PSS staff and students, (ii) to demonstrate the impact of AS, and (iii) to contribute to a
new Action plan following the restructure in 2016.
Previous members of the AS SAT were invited to join, then Divisional Leads were
approached to nominate AS reps for each of the 6 Divisions. An SBS‐wide call was made to
all PSS staff in collaboration with the Deputy HoSO and SBS HR Partner, resulting in a
diverse membership (Figures 4 & 5).

SBS SAT
55 members
40 F 15 M

Figure 4: Membership of SBS Athena SWAN SAT team 2017/18 by role. Academic
category includes 3 Clinical Academics. M: male, F: female.
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Figure 5: SBS Athena SWAN Quarterly SAT Committee Meeting – 1st February 2018

Figure 6: University and School SATS within the University Structure

The SBS Athena SWAN Oversight Committee was in place by January 2017 and consists of:
Dr Kath Watson (PSS) (Chair), Dr Jo Pennock (Academic) and Dr Colette Inkson (PSS) (Co‐
Chairs) and the SBS Director for Social Responsibility (Dr Suzan Verstappen (Academic)).
The SAT Oversight Committee acts as a liaison between senior leadership within SBS, the
Faculty, other School SATs and the wider Athena SWAN/Equality and Diversity leads
within the institution. Both HoS and HoSO are active SAT members demonstrating a clear
commitment from the SLT. Our membership is strengthened by three SBS SAT members
who are also on the University AS SAT team (Dr Hema Radhakrishnan, Associate Dean for
Social Responsibility FBMH; Dr Alison Howorth, HoSO and Dr Sarah Mohammad‐Qureshi,
University AS Co‐ordinator) (Figure 6).
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The self‐assessment process started in spring 2017 with two primary objectives:
1)
2)

Re‐visit previous AS Silver action plans and develop new action points for
the SBS Action Plan.
Develop an SBS AS Communication Plan to promote AS amongst SBS staff
and feed into University Committees.

Objective 1:
After consultation with AS SAT members in March 2017, and evaluation of the three
previous Silver AS action plans, three key activities were first undertaken (Figure 7):

a) SBS AS Focused Workshop: Held to identify positive aspects of our working culture,
and challenges post‐restructure (May 2017, Figure 8). The workshop was open to all
and attended by 34 staff (6 research, 14 PSS, 4 technicians and 9 academic staff
including 1 clinical academic). The low representation from PGR staff and students
was recognised, and targeted invitations were made for SAT membership and
subsequent events. Group discussions focused on career transition points, career
development and flexible working. Common themes emerged: requests for more
networking events, requests for more mentoring opportunities, importance of a
continuous P&DR process in planning for career progression and development, and
uncertainty of opportunities for flexible working.
b) SBS Annual Survey: Issues raised at the Workshop and in the University Staff Survey
(Spring 2017) were followed up in the SBS AS Summer Survey to target staff opinion,
and assess continued impact of the restructure one year on. A total of 401 staff (69%
female)
completed
the
survey
representing
PSS
(technical
and
administrative/management, 26%), research (37%) and academic (37%). Findings
from this survey have led to new initiatives in the Action Plan designed to respond
directly to issues raised.
c) SBS Working Groups: In Autumn 2017, four working groups were formed related to
flexible working and career breaks, career progression, career transition, and
wellbeing to take forward issues raised. Each working group includes representatives
from all roles, with clear leadership from within the SAT. The Working Groups
contributed significantly to the final Action Plan.
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Figure 7: SBS Athena SWAN SAT Activities 2018

Figure 8: SBS Athena SWAN Focus Group Workshop, May 2017

Objective 2:
The SBS AS Oversight Committee prioritises the importance of communicating ongoing AS
activities/news, achieved via (see also Further Information: Table 1: SBS Communication
Plan):





Monthly HoS SBS Newsletter (Figure 9).
SBS SLT (Figure 10).
Divisional SMTs (Figure 10).
Faculty/School initiatives (e.g. SBS Annual Event, Faculty International Women’s
Day Event) (Figures 11 and 12).
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Figure 9: Example of AS Newsletter Communication – February 2018
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Figure 10: Example of School and Divisional SLT Communication

Figure 11: A: Promoting Athena SWAN at the SBS Annual Event, January 2018, B: SBS
Athena SWAN Oversight Team with SBS Head of School, Professor Jane Worthington,
and University of Manchester President and Vice Chancellor, Dame Nancy Rothwell.
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Figure 12: Promotional Material for SBS Athena SWAN at School Annual Event, Jan 2018

(ii)

Details of any equality impact assessment undertaken

FLS and FMHS impact assessments (24th June 2016) reviewed the equality impact of the
restructure before the creation of the new FBMH (1st August 2016). [Please note there are
no School level data available at present]
1. Academic and Research Staff
No academic, clinical academic or research staff were put at risk of redundancy as a result
of the proposed changes. All academic and research staff were mapped across to the new
structure.
2. PSS Staff
No PSS Staff Grades 8/9 were put ‘in scope’ as a result of the restructure. Duplication of
posts at this very senior level was addressed by creation of new posts, redeployment to
other internal vacancies and early retirement.
The breakdown of PSS staff grade 8/9 (SMT) in the former FLS/FMHS (Before) and the
new FBMH (After) are shown in Figures 13‐15.
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Figure 13: Gender balance of PSS Grade 8/9 Staff before/after the Faculty restructure.
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Figure 14: Ethnicity Balance of PSS Grade 8/9 Staff before/after the Faculty restructure.
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Figure 15: Disability Flags of PSS Grade 8/9 Staff before/after the Faculty restructure.
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The changes required for PSS grades 6/7 could not be achieved without a formal
voluntary severance (VS) scheme being put in place. Therefore, all 298 staff were given
the opportunity to apply for VS with a proposed reduction in 22 posts across FBMH. The
E&D impact is shown in Table 2.
Additional measures were introduced:
I.

Seeking redeployment opportunities within the University;

II.

Retraining where practical/reasonable;

III.

Reducing the use of agency staff where practical/reasonable;

These combined measures were successful and a compulsory redundancy scheme was
avoided.
The VS Approval Panel consisted of the two Directors of Faculty Operations and both
Faculty Heads of HR. All Panel members had undertaken equality and diversity training
and unconscious bias training.

Table 2: Impact of Voluntary Severance Scheme by gender, ethnicity, disability and age.
Total

N (%) Approved)

Gender
Male

7

4 (57)

Female

22

18 (82)

Ethnicity
White

26

20 (77)

Non‐white

3

2 (67)

Disability
Disabled

1

0 (0)

Non‐disabled

28

22 (79)

Age
26‐35

1

1 (100)

36‐45

11

9 (82)

46‐55

4

2 (50)

56‐65

9

9 (100)

>65

1

1 (100)

The overall composition of the workforce at Grades 6 and 7 has not changed significantly in
any Equality and Diversity respect.
No PSS Staff Grades at Grades 5 or below were put ‘in scope’ as a result of the restructure.
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3. Gender, ethnicity and disability representation in the new Faculty Senior
Leadership Teams
The restructure had no significant impact on gender, ethnicity or disabled representation in
the Faculty Senior Leadership Teams (Table 3).
Table 3: Impact of the restructure on diversity within the Senior Leadership Team.
Identifier

Before restructure (%)

After restructure (%)

64:36

65:35

Ethnicity (non‐white)

5

6

Registered disabled

10

12

Gender (female: male)

(iii)

Details of how the principles of the Athena SWAN Charter have been considered
and embedded during the restructuring process

At School level, an Equality & Diversity (E&D) champion has been identified for each
Division to ensure that responsibility for and awareness of E&D commitments and
objectives is cascaded throughout the new structure. A new Faculty E&D Committee is
responsible for ensuring that Faculty actions with the Race Charter Mark action plan are
delivered. It is chaired by the Associate Dean for E&D and Sustainability and has
representatives from each of the three Schools. The Committee is supported by the
Directorate of Human Resources, with the involvement of an E&D Advisor and an HR
Partner, as well as representation from the Staff networks, e.g. Disabled Staff Network.
(iv)

Plans for the future of the self‐assessment team

We are keen to maintain a diverse membership, which will be reviewed annually. SAT
members will have 3 year term‐of‐office. New members are always welcome.
Action plan progress (Figure 16):
 Working groups will meet twice between quarterly meetings to implement and
review action points.
 Progress on action points will be reviewed quarterly during the AS SAT meetings.
 AS SAT oversight committee will hold bi‐weekly teleconferences (TCs) and regular
face‐2‐face meetings to maintain momentum.
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Figure 16: Regular meeting schedule for SBS Athena SWAN SAT membership to
maintain Action plan progression.
Communication:
 Updates on AS activities will be presented regularly at SBS SLT meetings (SBS SR
lead) and Divisional level (SR/AS leads).
 The SAT will have regular items at the open SBS board meeting.
 Activities will be presented at SBS annual events.
(v)

Plans for future Athena SWAN award applications

We have strong leadership support within SBS to maintain Silver status. The working
groups will maintain momentum and provide a framework on which to build future action
points. To measure the impact of AS activities and identify further action points, the
following activities are planned:
 Annual AS Survey within SBS. Rolling comparison of annual results.
 Focus groups for role specific issues, in particular for PSS, clinical academics,
technical staff, PGR/PGT students and undergraduate students.
 Review of bi‐annual University survey data at School level.
 Feedback on AS progress during school board meetings, School and Divisional SLT
meetings.
 Review feedback on training within the University.
 Annual review of recruitment processes, P&DR processes and promotion
applications in collaboration with SBS SLT.
Impact of action points will be measured using quantitative and qualitative data obtained
as outlined (Action Plan) and carried forward with a view to applying for Silver or Gold
status.
Section word count 1298
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4. SUPPORTING AND ADVANCING WOMEN’S CAREERS
Recommended word count: Bronze: 3500 words
4.1 Key career transition points: academic staff
Comment on how the following processes have been affected by the restructuring of the
department(s). Provide details on how gender equality has been considered in the
restructuring and how the department has ensured and will continue to ensure that
changes do not adversely impact on gender equality.
(i)

Recruitment:

During the restructure, HoS was advertised externally. There were four applicants (2M,
2F) and Professor Jane Worthington (F) was recruited. HoSO positions were ring fenced
to existing Heads of School Operations. All remaining lead roles were appointed after
advertising of role descriptions within the School followed by interview. The interview
panel comprised the Head of School (HoS, Chair, F), Head of School of Health Sciences
(M), Head of School Operations (HoSO, F), HR Partner (M) and two members of the
professoriate. All interviewers had E&D and unconscious bias training.
(ii)

Induction:

Although a University‐wide induction pack for new staff exists, prior to the restructure
each centre had developed their own centre/institute‐specific induction pack. Therefore
a SBS universal induction pack has been developed to include information about the
School structure, “How to” guide for new staff, information on career development
including probation, P&DRs and training, AS contacts and information, personal and
professional support networks available, and wellbeing activities. All new staff will
receive this induction package (Action: 1.1). Division specific information will be
included.
(iii)

Promotion:

Promotion panels: Promotion guidelines are set centrally by the University. In the new
structure, all promotion applications are reviewed by the SBS promotion team consisting
of: HoS (F), HoSO (F), HR partner (M), 6 Heads of Division (4xF, 2xM), PGR Lead (M), PGT
Lead (F), UGT Lead (F), research staff representative (M), Head of SMS or SHS (Action
1.2). Training on how to write a letter of support is currently provided to senior staff.
Applying for promotion: The School has continued to provide promotion workshops,
expanding to two workshops in 2018/19. In addition, promotion roadmaps will be
developed and staff and line managers will be encouraged to discuss CVs during annual
P&DR (Actions 1.3/2.3). Promotion champions have been appointed within SBS to
provide feedback on CVs and guidance on promotion opportunities. Workshop
attendance and promotion success will be reviewed annually (Action 1.3). The AS team
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will be supporting the dissemination of this information at key times ahead of promotion
rounds.
(iv) Department submissions to the Research Excellence Framework (REF)
Within the School Research Excellence Framework (REF) impact ambassadors and REF
reviewers have been appointed and REF workshops have been initiated at Divisional
levels.
SILVER APPLICATIONS ONLY
4.2 Key career transition points: professional and support staff
Comment on how the following processes have been affected by the restructuring
of the department(s). Provide details on how gender equality has been considered
in the restructuring and how the department has ensured and will continue to
ensure that changes do not adversely impact on gender equality.
(i)

Induction

The SBS SLT have developed a role wide staff induction booklet. This is a positive
step to ensure that all staff are equipped with the information they need to
develop their career as well as tips for having a good work‐life balance when they
join the University. SLT have agreed for the AS SAT to review the booklet and
ensure that AS information and links are comprehensive and visible (Action 1.1).
(ii)

Promotion

As was the case before the re‐structure, there is no obvious promotion route for
PSS or technical staff at the University. Posts can currently be re‐graded via the
HERA process. The SBS AS SAT recognise this as a challenge and will focus on career
progression and development of PSS staff (Actions 1.3.4 and 2.1.5).

4.3 Career development: academic staff
Comment on how the following processes have been affected by the restructuring of the
department(s). Provide details on how gender equality has been considered in the
restructuring and how the department has ensured and will continue to ensure that
changes do not adversely impact on gender equality.
(i)

Training

Access to UoM wide training and career development initatives remains unchaged for
staff in the new school. The Staff Learning and Development Unit (SLDU) offers a variety
of free taught training courses, coaching and mentoring, as well as online resources to
enhance and develop the personal skills and advancement of all staff across the
University.
New since the re‐structure is the Faculty Researcher Development Board, established to
oversee and review career development and training opportunities, developing tailored
training in key skills from PGR student through to Professorial level (Figure 17). The
board includes the Vice Dean for Research, and the Head of Research, PGR and Business
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Support Services for the Faculty. The goal is to create an environment that supports all
academic staff, including clinical academics, through every stage of their career, allowing
them to excel and reach their full potential.

Figure 17: FBMH Researcher Development Continuum showing training delivered by
Centre for Academic and Research Development (CARD, green), Integrated Clinical
Academic Training (iCAT, purple), Doctoral/Fellowship Academies and College of
Experts (pink). Teaching opportunities are shown in orange.
Career development and training within the faculty is faciltated by the Centre for
Academic and Researcher Development (CARD) which have been described as “…the gold‐
standard for researcher development and one of the top in UK HE…” (Head of Research
Careers, Medical Research Council). The restructure has opened up access to career
development and training initiatves offered by partner organisations such as Manchester
Academic Health Science Centre (MAHSC) and the Manchester National Institute for
Health Research (NIHR) Biomedical Research Centre (BRC) for all staff.
Early Career: The PGR training programme and Doctoral Academy offers over 350 courses
in research and skills development. The Research Staff Training Programme has been
awarded the European HR excellence in Research award, with 95% participants indicating
an increase in confidence and skills development.
Academic: The New Academics Programme (NAP) provides training in research
excellence, inspirational teaching and learning, and academic leadership and
management. The NAP is accredited by the Higher Education Academy (HEA) leading to
Fellowship of the HEA, and is a probationary requirement for new academic staff and
open to Research Staff. The Leadership in Education Awards Programme (LEAP) is
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available for all staff who have a teaching element to their role in application for HEA
recognition.
Integrated Clinical Academic Training (iCAT): The iCAT programme is designed to provide
clinical trainees with opportunities and support to engage in research and academic
training at different stages of their clinical training pathways, from Undergraduate to
Clinical Lecturers. All those on the iCAT programme receive individual support and
guidance in identifying appropriate training and conducting research.
(ii)

Appraisal/development review

Following the restructure and as part of a University wide initiative to improve and
consolidate the P&DR process, the Faculty appraisal process has been reviewed and
amended. Career path specific P&DR forms have been refreshed with best practise
adopted across the Faculty. Within SBS the process for P&DR is now formalised into an
annual cycle; with training available for both reviewers and reviewees aimed at
empowering staff (e.g. 'getting the most out of your P&DR'). Uptake of P&DRs by SBS
staff fell significantly below the University benchmark of 82% in 2017 (between 54%
(University survey) and 67% (AS Survey) uptake). Both surveys highlighted particularly
poor uptake by research staff. High quality P&DRs form a key part of the SBS Action Plan
(Action points 2.1‐2.4, 3.9) and provide both continuity and support for staff in the
context of personal development, training, and career development. Efforts have been
made to increase uptake and effectiveness of P&DRs within SBS with consistent support
and promotion by SLT. As a result P&DR uptake has increased significantly to 80% in 2018.
The ‘Researcher Development Network’ has been engaged in the appraisal review process
and are trialling the use of 'Core Competencies' in the P&DR, geared towards staff
attaining key requirements for promotion and career progression (one division within SBS
for 2017/18, see Action point 2.2 and promotions section above). The SBS AS team plan
to survey satisfaction and effectiveness of these measures in the annual AS survey.
Although Clinical Academics benefit from all the initiatives outlined above, they are
required to complete a P&DR for both the NHS and University. The dual role impacts
stress and workload for these staff. The Career Progression and Career Transition working
groups have recognised this as an area for discussion and will invite clinical academics to a
focus group to gain feedback on AS‐related issues (See 3(v): Plans for the Future of the
Self Assessment Team).
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(iii)

Support given to academic staff for career progression

Figure 18: Faculty support provided for staff for career progression

At Faculty level a comprehensive suite of training and development opportunities are
available to help staff progress (Figure 18). At a School level, we are responding to
feedback about training needs and awareness of opportunities available for each career
path. At the 2017 SBS AS Workshop this was most notable for early career staff, and could
reflect changes to known structures and new communication methods across the Faculty.
The AS SBS team will work with CARD and SLT to promote the Researcher Development
Continuum training initiatives, including capitalising on the new induction package (Action
1.1, 2.1.1 and 2.2.1), providing line‐managers with ‘go‐to’ resources to guide staff on
training opportunities (Action 2.1.2). Career development will form part of the HR
workshops ‘in a nutshell’ (Action 2.1.3). The SAT will also work with CARD and the
doctoral academy to ensure that initiatives which support career progression of early
career researchers are accessible by all and are widely publicised (Action 2.2.2). The
adoption of core competencies in the P&DR process aligned with promotion criteria will
particularly help early career researchers (Action: 2.2). These competencies are currently
being reviewed for implementation at school level.
Mentoring: A University‐wide mentoring scheme ‘Manchester Gold’ pairs participants
with trained mentors for a 9 month facilitated programme (provided by the SLDU). The
‘Fellowship Academy’ also offers mentoring from experienced academics within the
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Faculty. Access to mentoring was identified as an area of need across all career paths (SBS
AS survey 2017). Early career clinical academics in particular are often expected to apply
for their own fellowships/grants and so benefit from specialist mentorship and support
which is available through the Fellowship Academy and within the iCAT training
programme (Figure 17). We will work with CARD to promote existing mentoring schemes
(Action 2.4.1), ensuring coverage of all roles and career levels, provide workshops to
facilitate (Action 2.4.3) and introduce training for line‐managers, emphasising the
importance of mentoring (Action 2.4.2). We will also work with SLT to provide
appropriate credit to mentors (Action 2.4.4).
Networking: Following the re‐structure established support networks have been opened
up across the Faculty, widening their scope and impact. For instance, the ‘Women in
BMH network’ co‐ordinates events and training for women (e.g. personal impact
workshops, seminar series) The ‘Researcher Development Network’ works closely with
CARD who seek researcher input to influence training and development needs. Career
path specific networking was identified as an area of need in the SBS AS survey and
workshop. We aim to increase awareness of existing networks (Action 2.5.1), and work to
facilitate the establishment of new networks (Action 2.5.2), especially to support earlier
career researchers and PhD students (Actions 2.5.3 ‐4).
(iv)

Support offered to those applying for research grant applications

New since the re‐structure is the ‘College of Experts’, a guided peer review process in
which pending applications are circulated for independent review by colleagues in other
areas/Schools drawing from a pool of expertise across the Faculty. Pre and post award
management of funding is managed via Research Support Services (RSS) held at Faculty
level. Business managers and support officers for the School are assigned to assist with
costing and reviewing applications prior to submission. Training in grant writing is offered
via CARD and the Fellowship academy as before.
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SILVER APPLICATIONS ONLY
4.4 Career development: professional and support staff
Comment on how the following processes have been affected by the restructuring of
the department(s). Provide details on how gender equality has been considered in
the restructuring and how the department has ensured and will continue to ensure
that changes do not adversely impact on gender equality.
(i)

Training

As for academic staff access to UoM wide training for PSS staff remains unchanged
following the restructure. Within the Faculty and School, PSS specific training
opportunities are more limited and this is an area for improvement which the SBS
AS team hope to progress (Action 2.1.4, 2.1.5, 2.4.3). A number of faculty‐wide
networks exist that support PSS staff training within the school. The FBMH PSS
Development Network, and the Research Programme Manager Network (RPMN)
meet quarterly to provide support and tailored training in areas of developing
need. The cross‐faculty network TE@M (Technical Excellence @ Manchester)
offers support and training for technical staff. The Faculty also offers a series of
technician’s seminars focused on technical and research skills. The SBS Research
Project Managers Network established post‐restructure brings together project and
programme managers across the school and is developing an internal speaker
programme focused around the implementation and management of larger scale
projects within School.
(ii)

Appraisal/development review

As for academic staff, the Faculty appraisal process has been reviewed and
amended for PSS staff. PSS specific P&DR forms have been refreshed with best
practice adopted. P&DRs are now mandatory for PSS staff and reviewed on an
annual cycle and training which the AS SAT will recommend as best practice (Action
2.3).
(iii)

Support given to professional and support staff for career progression

No formal process for PSS promotion or career progression currently exist across
the University, but some efforts are being made to improve and support career
development within the school. A facilitated PSS career development training
session was provided at the SBS Annual Event in 2018 aimed at empowering PSS
staff to shape their own career.
The SBS AS team want to help improve career development and progression for PSS
staff and aim to do this initially by engaging with PSS staff to identify areas of need
in career development and training and developing PSS specific action points
(Action 2.1.5). We also aim to work with existing networks to promote current
University initiatives such as the new 'secondment scheme' and 'investing in
success' as opportunities to gain valuable experiences that will aid in making the
move to a more senior role (Action 2.1.4).
Mentoring & networking: As for academic staff, we plan to empower PSS staff to
find their own mentor via widely publicised training event and information session
led by SLDU and supported promotion through with existing PSS networks such as
TE@M, the PSS Development Network, and RPMN (Action 2.4.3). The AS team also
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plan to help raise awareness of these existing PSS networks and their related career
development training events (Action 2.5.1).

4.5 Flexible working and managing career breaks
(i)

How has the restructure been communicated to those on a career break and what
support will be available to them on return.

Comment on how the following processes have been affected by the restructuring of the
department(s). Provide details on how gender equality has been considered in the
restructuring and how the department has ensured and will continue to ensure that
changes do not adversely impact on gender equality.
For those on a career breaks/maternity/paternity/adoption leave, the restructure was
communicated by letter (via post and email) sent out from HR to all staff affected by the
restructure during the consultation period. All staff were invited to discuss this at a
consultation meeting with their HR Partner (either in person, home visit or via phone) if
they had any concerns about the re‐structure process and the effect of it might have on
their role.
(ii)

Cover and support for maternity and adoption leave: before, during and after leave

The support offered for maternity, paternity, shared parental and adoption leave has
largely remained unchanged throughout the restructuring process as this is offered at a
University level rather than Faculty/School level (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Faculty support for parents, and those on maternity and adoption leave.
The University’s occupational maternity/paternity scheme (6 months full pay plus
holidays) is one of the best in the HE sector in the UK. The new Faculty/Schools will cover
full salary during maternity leave for staff if grants are unable to cover the cost. This will
be more widely communicated going forwards (Action 4.3.1).
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The new maternity leave toolkit (Figure 20) will be updated to include a more interactive
toolkit also offering practical advice, support and tips for before, during and after
maternity leave rather than just the policies and guidance (Actions 4.4.2 and 4.2.1).

Figure 20: University of Manchester Maternity Toolkit available via StaffNet
Communication around all of these schemes (Figure 19) will be improved to raise
awareness of these flexible working options within the new School (Action 4.1),
alongside a number of new parents and carers networks for both staff and students
recently established at the University (Action 4.3.2).
(iii)

Flexible working

The support offered for flexible working has again not changed since the restructure,
either in terms of formal or informal flexible working opportunities. The current policy can
easily be found on StaffNet (Figure 21) and there are a number of examples available of
how to work flexibly. Data from the SBS Athena SWAN Survey in August 2017 showed
that, amongst 401 of SBS staff who responded, 52% reported flexible working, including
variable start/finish times and compressed working hours. Overall slightly more men
reported flexible working compared to women (57% vs 51%), with no ethnic bias.
However, only 10% of these reported having a formal arrangement with HR. Informal
arrangements are made at a local level, usually with the line manager. However when
asked about whether they were aware of the University wide policy on flexible working,
nearly two thirds of staff (64%) were not. To address this issue we have already started
School wide ‘In a Nutshell’ HR lunchtime workshops across key areas of the work life cycle
(Action points 2.1, 4.3, 4.6). The SAT will work towards communicating flexible working
policy and ensuring all staff have the same opportunities in helping to achieve a good
work‐life balance (Action 4.1).
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Figure 21: University of Manchester Flexible Working information on StaffNet.
Section word count 1867
1.1.

Organisation and culture

(i)

Culture
Comment on how the culture of the department has been affected by the
restructure and how the Athena SWAN Charter principles will continue to be
embedded into the culture and operation of the department.

The School of Biological Sciences is led by Professor Jane Worthington, who is strongly
supportive of Athena SWAN principles and played a significant role in AS action planning
as Director of the Institute of Inflammation and Repair prior to the re‐structure. Professor
Worthington is particularly encouraging of women in science and of staff and students
who have taken career breaks (Action 4.1‐4.5). Leading by example, she is a vocal
advocate of AS principles at SLT level and within her own School Newsletter, helping to
encourage an inclusive, diverse and supportive culture. Visibility of members of the SLT
(HoS, HoSO, HR Partner) at quarterly SAT meetings demonstrates both endorsement and
willingness to discuss future plans and see changes happen. Athena SWAN is always on
the agenda at SLT meetings and Professor Worthington always attends open School Board
meetings to update staff.
As outlined in the sections above, SBS includes staff from three previous academic
groupings, all of which held Athena SWAN silver awards prior to the re‐structure. Many
initiatives are now embedded at Faculty level (see Action Plan: Successful Targets).
Strong leadership ensures that promotion of high quality P&DR and embedding of gender
balance on leadership, promotion, and interview panels is achievable and has already
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improved within targets for 2018. We continue to celebrate staff led initiatives that drive
inclusion, social responsibility, and research with impact (see 1.1 (viii) Outreach).
The Faculty re‐structure gave us the opportunity as a School to review previous action
plans and, in consultation with a diverse SAT membership, take many examples of good
practice forward for development. However, bringing staff together from different
academic cultures inevitably brings uncertainty and new challenges specific to our School.
Coupled with this, the University undertook an institution‐wide voluntary severance
exercise (M2020) in 2016/17 (see Further Information). Many SBS staff also took part in
the recent Industrial Action in March 2018. Stress amongst staff has been significant. In
The AS summer survey 2017, 56% of respondents in SBS (225/401) said that they felt they
had to put in extra time to cope with their workload since the restructure. 51% of
respondents (203/401) also said they feel stressed at work. The ethos of the School is to
look forward and actively listen to staff and student feedback through representation on
School committees and open meetings. Wellbeing and workload assessments (Action 3.3)
are high priorities for SLT and SAT, both to embed wellbeing within the School and to
encourage staff to use the excellent wellbeing initiatives across campus. The impact of
wellbeing initiatives promoted by the AS working group will continue to be monitored
through annual AS and University surveys.
A larger academic grouping also creates new challenges for integration of staff, including
meetings across split sites and integration of Athena SWAN initiatives within NHS and
University networks. This is particularly important for staff with clinical roles. SBS is
fortunate to host the two lead contacts for Academic Clinical Fellowships, and Clinical
Lectureships in the iCAT team (Figure 17) which promotes networking and mentoring for
Clinical Academics across the Faculty, most of whom work across split sites. The Annual
ICAT Manchester Symposium is accredited by the Royal Society of Physicians of Edinburgh
and provides a great opportunity for Clinical Academics to network and come together to
share research. Live‐streaming of School meetings and seminars is already in place along
with video conferencing facilities (Action 3.4). The Annual School Away Days were well
attended in 2017 and 2018, showcasing the three strategic University goals within the
School: research, teaching, and social responsibility. This is an opportunity not only to
promote the positive impact that Athena SWAN has made in each of these key areas, but
also to canvas staff across all sites on current School specific issues.
(ii)

HR policies
How have changes to policies and procedures been communicated to staff, how will
the department ensure that staff are able to locate and understand these policy
changes. How will the department ensure HR policies for equality, dignity at work,
bullying, harassment, grievance and disciplinary processes are consistently applied
and monitored during the restructure.

All HR Policies and Procedures were formally reviewed prior to the restructure taking
place to assess whether any changes were required as a result of the restructure. Since
the vast majority operate at a University level for all employees there were no substantive
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changes. The changes that were made were purely administrative to reflect the new
structure. These were documented and cascaded through the senior PSS leadership.
The Faculty restructure was an opportunity to update and reorganise the Faculty web
page content in consultation with staff via Faculty wide invitation. HR policies have been
consolidated within the Equality and Diversity web. The Faculty identified that with the
restructure, there would be differences in working practices with regard to local
arrangements for flexible working (that are permitted under the University policies). It
was agreed that all existing arrangements would continue in the new structure. Line
managers worked with the relevant HR Partner to find a solution if this caused difficulty in
the business area. A working group was established to produce a new set of guidance
notes to support managers when they consider flexible working requests in the new
Faculty and to ensure consistency. The principle of accommodating requests for flexible
working is encouraged and supported where possible. The guidance notes were circulated
through the line management structure and made available on the Faculty StaffNet.
A vital approach to ensuring HR policies are consistently applied is staff education and line
manager training. We will ensure clear signposting in the School induction pack and
regular promotion of policies through short HR newsletters and via the AS communication
plan (Actions 2.1, 4.1, 4.3, 4.6, Further information: Table 1). Representation on the
quarterly SAT meetings makes HR directly accessible to all members of the SAT to raise
awareness of specific policies and answer queries.
Increased transparency of HR policies has generated considerable discussion around the
child access policy in SBS research buildings. Health and safety requirements mean that
children are not allowed access at any time. A high priority for the School SAT is to work
with HoS and other School AS teams to consolidate support for parents bringing children
onto campus or working at home, in particular to develop an IT Toolkit in collaboration
with central IT services to aid flexible working (Actions 3.7, 4.1, 4.2).
(iii)

If applicable, how was gender equality considered in any redundancies

Comment on how the following have been affected by the restructuring of the
department(s). Provide details on how gender equality has been considered in the
restructuring and how the department has ensured and will continue to ensure that
changes do not adversely impact on gender equality.
There were no redundancies as a result of the restructure.
(iv)

Representation of men and women on committees:

For all of the committees within SBS, there is a slight over‐representation of women
(Figure 22 and Table 1).
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Figure 22: Percentage gender split across major leadership committees in SBS
(v)

Workload model:

Prior to the restructure, workload assessments across Schools and Faculties were carried
out in different ways, using various workload models or assessing staff on a case by case
basis using the P&DR system. Since the restructure, establishment of a transparent
workload assessment model has been a priority at Faculty level, in particular to provide a
framework for teaching loads to ensure transparency and wellbeing of staff. The Teaching
Contribution System (TCS) was therefore set up as a uniform way of quantifying all
teaching activities irrespective of Programme or host Division or School. This was
populated as a pilot for the 2016/17 academic year, and developments put in place in
response to feedback. Data for the 2017/18 academic year are being collated, with the
final academic review of the system due in September 2018.
At School and Divisional level, teaching contributions feed directly into the P&DR process
in which staff report teaching loads according to activity weightings. Each Division has a
nominated Teaching Contribution Lead (DTCL) who, in collaboration with Divisional
Heads, will manage the teaching contribution for the 2018/19 academic year within
Divisions. As a School, a key Action is to encourage high quality P&DRs (Action 2.3) which
are an opportunity to discuss teaching contribution, workload capacity (Action 3.3) and
personal development (Actions 2.2/2.4). Furthermore, P&DR forms now also include an
opportunity to record additional activities undertaken by staff (e.g. Outreach, social
responsibility, Athena SWAN related activities) to demonstrate workload contributions
(Action 3.9).

(vi)

Timing of departmental meetings and social gatherings

The monthly full SBS SLT meeting is held between 9.45 and 11.30am. Prior to this
meeting a sub‐committee meets to discuss finances and applications to go onto baseline.
This meeting starts within core hours and the meeting time was agreed by all members.
Monthly coffee drop‐in mornings with Head of School and SLT representatives start at
9am until 10am on Wednesday. The scientific seminars followed by ‘happy hours’ were
moved from a late Friday afternoon event to a Wednesday mid‐afternoon event to be
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more inclusive. All other committee meetings take place between 9am and 5pm (Action
3.1).

(vii)

Visibility of role models

As a School we aim to raise the profile of positive role models both through celebrating
staff successes in academic, research, and social responsibility arenas (currently regular
‘Spotlight’, ‘SBS Students’, ‘SBS People’ sections in monthly newsletter), but also by
increasing the availability of mentors and networking opportunities across the School
(Actions 2.4/2.5). Consistent attendance of members of the SLT at department meetings
(from SBS Board meetings to quarterly AS SAT) also helps to guide and promote a positive
ethos. Within the Faculty, Women in Biology Medicine and Health (WiBMH) web pages
celebrate female role models from all career levels (‘Celebrating success’), including our
University President and Vice Chancellor, Professor Dame Nancy Rothwell. WiBMH also
run an Inspirational Women lunchtime Lecture Series, with eminent women invited to
speak (2017 lecture from Head of Leo Pharma, 2018 lecture Chief Nursing Officer). All new
Professorial appointments are invited to give an inaugural lecture followed by a social
event. Most recently the Faculty celebrated International Women’s Day with a day of
lectures and workshops ‘Accelerating Gender Parity’ where the keynote was given by
Angela Saini, author of ‘Inferior’, a book which investigates controversial research around
gender wars in biology.
(viii) Outreach activities.
Social Responsibility activities are evaluated during P&DRs (Action 3.9) and are part of the
promotion criteria.
SBS activities include widening participation, patient/public
involvement and engagement, activities promoting equality, diversity, and sustainability.
The School has a strong track record in engagement activities in the last few years (Figure
23), most recently achieving three commendations in the University‐wide “Making a
Difference Awards 2018”. SBS staff are also represented in the Manchester Biomedical
Research Centre, whose outreach is focused on increasing involvement with hard to reach
populations.
Widening participation activities with secondary schools: To facilitate both Faculty and
School level initiatives (Action 3.9), two SBS Directors of widening participation were
appointed in January 2018. Due to career and caring responsibilities of two strong
candidates, a dual role was created. We are building on our successes initiated prior to
restructure and are establishing new links with secondary schools. In collaboration with
the School of Medical Sciences, we recently (October 2017) hosted a fieldwork weekend
in the Yorkshire Dales with 45 students from a secondary school in Hulme. Throughout
the weekend the University team mingled with the students, joining them for meals, field‐
course activities and a campfire. This provided an opportunity to chat informally about
University, careers and their lives outside of work.
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Career transition opportunities for students from disadvantaged backgrounds. The
University has always had a strong track record in helping students from disadvantaged
backgrounds to apply for University courses and to help them during their studentships.
We will continue and extend our plans within SBS to engage with students from primary
and secondary schools flagged under widening participation, and ensure that people from
disadvantaged backgrounds have equal opportunities after entering SBS courses (Action
1.6).

Malham Tarn

https://www.manchesterbrc.nihr.ac.uk/new
s-and-events/future-hands-photographyexhibition-celebrating-musculoskeletalconditions/
http://thenode.biologists.com/a
dvocacy/outreach/#SCDB

http://www.psoriasisshoutout.co.uk/

Figure 23: Examples of widening participation activities within SBS
Section word count 1765
2. FURTHER INFORMATION
Recommended word count: 500 words
Please comment here on any other elements that are relevant to the application.
2.1 Manchester M2020 Programme
After the formation of the new Faculty of Biology Medicine and Health, the University
launched the M2020 strategy: a University‐wide strategic plan to improve research,
student experience and social responsibility*. For academic/core‐funded senior research
staff this meant the launch of a voluntary severance scheme to achieve a reduction in
171 posts, 65 in FBMH. 656 FBMH staff were ‘in scope’. This was a period of tremendous
stress and uncertainty for staff as the University sought to avoid compulsory
redundancies by giving all staff at risk preferential access to job opportunities in the
University, by publishing rolling FAQ documents, by a weekly update E‐zine, and by
encouraging staff to talk through concerns with HR partners. Trade Unions were
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consulted throughout, and compulsory redundancies were successfully avoided
(announced November 2017). All of those involved in the decision making process for
Voluntary Severance VS) had undertaken equality and diversity training.
An equality impact assessment for FBMH showed that:
*http://www.staffnet.manchester.ac.uk/m2020/






Almost twice as many men (66%) than women (34%) left under the VS scheme
(Table 4)
No BAME staff (out of a potential 65 at risk) left under the VS scheme (Table 5)
The total number of staff with a declared disability across FBMH reduced from
2.6% to 2.5% after the VS scheme (4/23 applicants, Table 6).
The greatest proportion of staff who left under VS were aged 56‐65 (over half the
total), followed by those aged 46‐55 (Table 7), however the majority were men in
both categories.

Table 4: Number of staff who left under the VS scheme by gender
Gender

Total staff in scope of
FBMH M2020 project
(academic/core‐
funded senior research
staff

% of staff leaving
on VS by gender

Total Staff (academic/core‐
funded senior research staff in
Faculty + Excluded groups

Female

323 (49.24%)

12 (34.28%)

1620 (57%)

Male

333 (50.76%)

23 (65.72%)

1222 (43%)

Grand Total

656* (100%)

35 (100%)

2842 (100%)

Table 5: Number of staff who left under the VS scheme by ethnicity
Ethnicity

Total staff in scope of
FBMH (academic/core‐
funded senior research
staff

% of staff
leaving on VS
by ethnicity

Total Staff (academic/core‐
funded senior research staff in
Faculty + Excluded groups

BAME

65 (9.9%)

0 (0%)

460 (16.2%)

White

574 (87.5%)

34 (97.1%)

1993 (70.1%)

Not
Known/refused

17 (2.6%)

1 (2.9%)

389 (13.7%)

Grand Total

656 (100%)

35 (100%)

2842
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Table 6: Number of staff who left under the VS scheme by disability
Disability

Total staff in scope of
FBMH (academic/core‐
funded senior research
staff

% of staff
leaving on
VS by
disability

Total Staff (academic/core‐
funded senior research
staff in Faculty + Excluded
groups

No

627 (95.6%)

29 (82.9%)

2747 (96.7%)

Yes

23 (3.5%)

4 (11.4%)

75 (2.6%)

Refused
Not/known

6 (0.9%)

2 (5.7%)

20 (0.7%)

Grand Total

656 (100%)

35 (100%)

2842

Table 7: Number of staff who left under the VS scheme by age
Age band

Total of staff in
scope of FBMH
M2020 project

% of staff
leaving on VS by
age

Total Staff
(academic/core‐funded
senior research staff in
Faculty + Excluded
groups

19‐25

2 (0.3%)

0 (0%)

166 (5.8%)

26‐35

46 (7%)

0 (0%)

949 (33.4%)

36‐45

188 (28.7%)

3 (8.6%)

719 (25.3%)

46‐55

258 (39.3%)

10 (28.6%)

567 (19.9%)

56‐65

143 (21.8%)

20 (57.1%)

337 (11.9%)

66+

19 (3%)

2 (5.7%)

104 (3.7%)

Grand Total

656 (100%)

35 (100%)

2842

2.2

Impact of restructure on Clinical Academics

In total there were 162 clinical academics in the old Faculties (all in FMHS; none in FLS).
None of these posts were at risk either during the restructure or M2020, as staff held
contracts with both the NHS and the University so were deemed out of scope.
Clinical academics were treated in the same way as the academics during the restructure
process (i.e. they were initially assigned to a Division and given a one month consultation
period to request an alternative Division of their choosing). All staff were assigned to the
Division of their choice. In total, 64 clinical academics were assigned to SBS.
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Clinical academics receive both mandatory and clinical training at the Trust but also have
the same access to University training as all other staff. Those with teaching
responsibilities also receive training from the General Medical Council (GMC). P&DRs are
carried out separately at both the Trust and the University. However, early career
development for clinical academics can be challenging in the same way that it can be for
early career academic staff. The SAT has recognised this as an area for improvement
following internal discussions (Action 2.1). The SAT has clinical academic representation
and hopes to address this area along with the issue of requirements to work across
multiple sites for these specific roles. The SAT will also be looking at the proportion of
male to female representation over time for the SBS clinical academics (data not
available at time of writing the report) and to understand the effect of career breaks on
promotion opportunities (Actions 4.5.1 and 4.5.2).
Section word count 505
2.3 Reasons why staff and students have joined the SBS Athena SWAN SAT Committee
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Table 1: SBS Athena SWAN Communications Plan
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Additional word limit:
The School of Biological Sciences has been awarded 1000 additional words for this interim
application in order to describe additional provision for Clinical Academics. The total word count of
this application is 7108: 608 additional words have been used over different sections:
4. Supporting and Advancing Women’s Careers

193

1. Organisation and Culture

102

2. Further Information: Impact of restructure on Clinical Academics

313

Total Additional Words Used:

608

From: Athena Swan [mailto:AthenaSwan@ecu.ac.uk]
Sent: 21 February 2018 09:33
To: Sarah Mohammad-Qureshi; Athena Swan
Subject: RE: Word count extension request

Dear Sarah,
Many thanks for your email.
Yes, I can confirm that due to the reasons set out in your email we are happy to grant an
additional 1,000 words to each of the Schools mentioned.
Each School must present data for clinical and non-clinical staff separately, and the additional
word allowance is granted to allow additional analysis and reflection on any differences
between the two staff groups.
Please ensure that this email is included in each application as confirmation of this word
extension.
With best wishes,
Jess
Jessica Kitsell
Equality Charters Adviser
T:
+44 (0) 20 3870 6022
jessica.kitsell@ecu.ac.uk
E:

3. ACTION PLAN
Please provide an updated action plan for the restructured department.
The action plan should present prioritised actions to address the issues identified by the
previous self‐assessment process(es) and any issues identified during restructuring.
Please present the action plan in the form of a table. For each action define an
appropriate success/outcome measure, identify the person/position(s) responsible
for the action, and timescales for completion.
The plan should cover current initiatives and your aspirations for the next three years.
Actions, and their measures of success, should be Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Relevant and Time‐bound (SMART).
See the awards handbook for an example template for an action plan.

This guide was published in Jan 2017. ©Equality Challenge Unit Jan 2017.
Athena SWAN is a community trademark registered to Equality Challenge Unit: 011132057.
Information contained in this publication is for the use of Athena SWAN Charter member
institutions only. Use of this publication and its contents for any other purpose, including copying
information in whole or in part, is prohibited. Alternative formats are available: pubs@ecu.ac.uk
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School of Biological Sciences

May 2018

The University of Manchester
A number of Athena Swan initiatives from our previous structure remain in place and are successfully embedded in the new School/Faculty Structure (shown below).
We want to build on these successes and, in addition, seek alternative approaches where initiatives have not worked.
Over the next 3 years, we will both continue to monitor the progress of previous successful initiatives and also aim to capture measurable data on the new initiatives
that have been proposed in the action plan that follows.

Successful Targets Achieved from Previous Action Plans
















AS SAT introduced an annual Athena SWAN survey in August 2017 to capture AS related data and measure impact of the action plan (building on UoM Staff
Survey 2017).
Expanded the SAT to include staff/students from all divisions/roles.
Staff Representatives appointed in each Division ensuring input in to key decision‐making committees, co‐ordinated and supported by the deputy HoSO to
ensure sustainability.
SBS Annual Event led by HoS/HoSO to celebrate SBS achievements aimed at all roles/staff in the School.
Piloting “In a nutshell” training events on the key areas of the work life‐cycle, i.e. probationary periods, P&DRs, flexible working and career breaks.
Raising awareness of importance of P&DRs amongst all staff.
Recognition of Athena SWAN related activities on P&DR forms.
Head of School welcome letter and induction event for all new research and academic staff.
Good practice in career development training has been made available to research and academic staff across the Faculty via the Centre for Academic and
Research Development (CARD).
SBS Promotions Champions have been introduced to help advise research and academic staff on the promotions process and increase transparency.
Embedding gender balance (reflective of School gender balance) on promotions panels.
1‐2‐1 feedback for those who are unsuccessful in the promotions process.
Career event aimed at PSS in particular trialled at School Annual Event in January 2018.
Equality and Diversity training now compulsory for all staff involved in recruitment.
Trans and unconscious bias training now offered to all staff.
Page 1
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AS SAT supported regular events aimed at women/minority groups such as International Women’s Day.
Annual event to mark National Staff Network Groups Day held in May each year to promote and encourage staff/students to join one of the twenty wellbeing
networks at the University. All staff are encouraged to attend three meetings per year from their core working hours.
University‐wide “We get it” zero tolerance to bullying campaign promoted within the Schools aimed at students and staff. This has been promoted in the
School Monthly Newsletter and SBS School Board Staff Meetings.
SBS widening participation activities to encompass schemes for people from BME backgrounds, widening participation backgrounds and non‐higher
educational family backgrounds to help them to consider and prepare for University. This included a weekend trip to Malham Tarn with local secondary
school children and also the Manchester Access Programme to support 16+ entry to succeed at University.
1.

Key from top clockwise:
1. SBS Athena SWAN
initiatives;
2. In a nutshell training
pilot;

2.

3. SBS Athena SWAN SAT
Committee;
4. Monthly
Announcements: update
on SBS Athena SWAN
activities;

8.

3.

5. Word cloud showing
free text responses to AS
Survey 2017;
6. SBS AS Workshop 2017;
7. AS stand at SBS Annual
Event, Jan 2018;

7.

8. University Staff
Networks promotion.

5.

6.
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Ref

Issue

New or Previous
Action

1.0
1.1

CAREER TRANSITION
Standardise induction material New action
for new starters across the
Also linked to
School.
previous action:
This issue was raised at the AS SPS Silver action
4.3 “Update staff
SBS Workshop 2017. A new
induction pack to include role‐ on induction
specific content is being
programme”
developed outside of the SBS
AS SAT.

16/05/2018

Proposed Action

Responsibility

Timeline

1. Review School Induction Pack to
ensure it covers key AS areas for all
roles (linked to Actions 2.2.1, 2.3.1,
2.4.2, 3.7).

AS Working
Groups
Divisional
Operations
Managers

October 2018

2. Recommend all new staff
members undergo induction
(including new induction pack) to be
recorded at a Divisional level.

HoSO
Deputy HoSO
Divisional
Operations
Managers

November 2018

80% of new staff
completing induction
within 2 months of starting
in post.

3. Survey new starters on an annual
basis to monitor satisfaction with
induction process.

AS Working
Groups
Deputy HoSO
Divisional
Operations
Managers

June 2020

80% of new staff having
inductions indicate
satisfaction with induction
material.

4. Explore possibility of bi‐annual
SBS event for new starters.

HoS
HoSO
DL
AS SAT
Divisional
Operations
Managers

February 2019

Attendance rate at bi‐
annual event.

Page 4
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Ref

1.2

Issue

Ensure fair representation in
recruitment and promotions
panels.

Version 1
New or Previous
Action

New action

16/05/2018

Proposed Action

Responsibility

Timeline

5. Pilot a “buddy” system during
induction to help new starters to
navigate their new role for early
career researchers, PSS and
technical staff.

DL
AS SAT
Divisional
Operations
Managers

September 2018

1. Ensure all in interview panel
members/shortlisting panels have
completed mandatory E&D and
interviewing/ recruitment training.

HoS
SBS HR Partner

March 2010

SBS HR Partner

September 2018

1. For academic/clinical
academic/research roles, monitor
the rates of application and success
rates for promotion and made
available.

Faculty E&D Team
HR Partner
AS Working
Groups

July 2018

2. Develop research and academic
promotions road maps to advise
staff on which career trajectory to
take.

CARD
AS Working
Groups

January 2019

3. Introduce promotions workshops
at an earlier stage in promotions
planning.

CARD

January 2019

Success Measure

Assess interview panel
diversity.

2. Record specific role and gender
balance of interview panels.
1.3

Evaluation on promotion
success rates for all staff in
SBS since restructure.

New action

Page 5

Gender and BME
representative parity on
promotion rates at all
career stages.

Measure numbers
attending (plus full/part
time status, gender and
career break
representation)
promotions workshops.
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Ref

1.4

Issue

Wider understanding of the
Research Excellence
Framework

Version 1
New or Previous
Action

New action

16/05/2018

Proposed Action

Responsibility

Timeline

4. Investigate opportunities/scoping
exercise for exploring promotion
opportunities for PSS and technical
staff. Begin by researching
opportunities in these areas at
other organisations (linked to
2.1.5).

AS Working
Groups
TE@M

March 2020

1. Provide training on REF
requirements and publications
strategy and link to promotions
road map.

PURE Team
CARD
HoS

May 2020

2. Promote regular
Divisional/School discussions about
REF. Provide online training.

Divisional Leads
CARD
SLDU

December 2018

3. Develop guidance for part‐time
staff with regards to REF
requirements and cascade to staff.

PURE Team
CARD
HoS

December 2018

Success Measure

Assess diversity in REF
2020 returns. Work with
the PURE team.

1.5

Offer more support for those
staff working across sites, i.e.
University and NHS roles.

New Action

Link in with 4.2 (1) to develop IT
toolkit to help access networks
remotely, join meetings remotely
and other ways to communicate
when working across institutions.

AS Working
Groups
Central IT Services

September 2020 Ongoing development
driven by feedback from
SBS AS survey

1.6

Ensure people from widening
participation backgrounds
have equal opportunities both

New action

1. Collating information for UG and
PG on attainment and progression
in future studies/work place.

WP Director
SBS SR Director

December 2018

Page 6

Examine qualitative data
from focus groups to guide
next actions.
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Issue

Version 1
New or Previous
Action

Proposed Action

16/05/2018
Responsibility

Timeline

Success Measure

during and after their
undergraduate and post‐
graduate studies

1.7

Ensure fair gender
distribution in UCAS 1‐2‐1
interviews and external
examination boards for PG
teaching and UG teaching.

New action

2. Obtain data on students’ course
experience, concerns and perceived
needs for support via focus groups.

December 2019

3. Based on results, develop actions
to address any issues identified
during focus groups.

December 2020

1. Encourage all eligible teaching
and academic staff to sign up for
UCAS 1‐2‐1 interviews during P&DR.
Promote via announcements.

PGT/UGT Directors
SBS Deputy HoSO
for TLS (teach,
learn support)

December 2018

Encourage HoDs to identify
more female staff
members who could
participate in UCAS
interviews and monitor
gender distribution.

SBS data over the past 3 years
shows that 40% of UCAS
interviewers have been
female.
2. Actively consider female and BME
academics when appointing
external examiners to external
examination boards.

Page 7

Representation of female
and BME academic
examiners on external
examination boards.
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Issue

2.0
2.1

Career Development
Increase awareness of training
opportunities available for
each career role.
This was a theme from the
2017 AS Workshop. In
addition, the 2017 AS SBS
Survey highlighted that
although wider training
opportunities are taken up
within the University (72% of
respondents), fewer career
and personal development
opportunities are taken up by
PSS and technical staff (19% of
respondents).

Version 1

16/05/2018

New or Previous
Action

Proposed Action

Responsibility

Timeline

Success Measure

New action

1. Liaise with internal training
provided (CARD) annually to
determine current uptake for
different research and academic
roles.

CARD
AS SAT

September 2018 10% increase in the first
two years in career
development training
uptake across all roles as
measured by CARD
reporting and annual AS
SBS Survey.

2. Develop “Go to” training
recommendation sheets (including
internal and external training) for
each career track in collaboration
with role specific networks (e.g.
TE@M, RPMN) and promote within
induction packs and P&DR training

SLDU
CARD
TE@M
RPMN
AS Working
Groups

March 2019

2017 UoM staff survey
showed that only 56% (n=607
responders in SBS) had taken
part in training paid for or
provided by UoM in the past
12 months.

Page 8

Measure usefulness of “Go
to” training material in
Annual AS Survey annually.
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Issue

Version 1
New or Previous
Action

Proposed Action

16/05/2018
Responsibility

Timeline

Success Measure

3. Rolling programme of “In a
nutshell” training sessions on key
areas of the work life cycle offered
to staff, e.g. employee well‐being,
parental leave, flexible working and
managing performance

SBS HR Partner
HoSO

September 2018 Attendance data from “In a
nutshell” training sessions.
Annual increase by 5% and
across all roles.

4. Explore and promote shadowing/
secondment options available for
PSS/technical staff within the
University.

AS Working
Groups

September 2019 Number taken up
secondment/shadowing
opportunities as evidenced
by annual SBS AS survey

5. Investigate opportunities for
exploring training, career
development opportunities for PSS
and technical staff. Start by
assessing opportunities at other
organisations (linked to 1.3.4).

AS Working
Groups
TE@M

March 2020

1. Build on core competencies for
PGRs including training needs and
link to induction pack (linked to 1.1)
including external
courses/placements and mentoring
opportunities and existing Doctoral
Academy training. Disseminate to
supervisors and PGR

CARD
AS SAT
PGR Divisional
Tutors

October 2018

sessions via line managers. Review
on an annual basis to ensure it
reflects new opportunities.

2.2

Raise awareness amongst
early career staff, fellows and
students of career progression
information as evidenced by
discussions at the AS SBS
Workshop 2017.
The 2017 PRES Survey for SBS

New action
Previous action:
SoM Silver AP 4.1
“Review of
initiatives to
provide PGR
students with

Page 9

Liaise with CARD/DA to
assess training uptake and
needs. Launch Athena
SWAN survey separately
for PGR students in 2018 if
data is not already being
collected.
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2.3

Version 1

Issue

New or Previous
Action

Proposed Action

showed that only 50% of
students have received
training to develop
transferable skills and only
19% had taken part in a
placement or internship.

advice on career
development”

representatives via the Doctoral
Academy. Help to promote CARDs
existing Researcher Development
Continuum.

Improving the quality of
P&DRs across the School
whilst also increasing the
uptake.

New action
Also linked to
previous action:
SPS Silver AP 4.1

16/05/2018
Responsibility

Timeline

Success Measure

2. Ensure schemes like the
Fellowship Scheme, Presidential
Awards, Presidents Doctoral
Scholarships and the Deans Prize
(PGR) are well publicised through
CARD and the Researcher
Development Continuum training
documents.

Fellowship
Academy
CARD
PGR Divisional
Tutors

March 2019

Measure the number of
successful internal and
external fellowship awards
annually over 3 years to
see if we are nurturing
talent from within.

3. Explore the possibility of
introducing “Core Competencies”
linked to promotion criteria within
the P&DR for early career research
staff based on example Centre for
Musculoskeletal Research.

AS Working
Groups
CARD
DL

May 2019

1. P&DR reviewer and reviewee
training recommended as best
practice for all staff.

HoS
SBS HR Partner
AS Working
Groups

September 2019 Measure uptake of
“Getting the most out of
your P&DR” for research
staff being rolled out as a
pilot in SBS in May 2018.

Empower staff to have P&DRs by
Page 10

Compile a full list of fellows
and their distribution
across the Divisions/School
and monitor career
progression.
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New or Previous
Action

Proposed Action

The UoM Staff Survey (spring
2017) showed 54% of 607 SBS
respondents had a P&DR in
the past 12 months (June
2017).

“Encourage SPS
staff to undertake
annual P&DR and
prompt line
managers to
ensure a
development plan
is agreed”

publicising P&DR
reviewee/reviewer training. Link in
induction pack (linked to 1.1).

Data from the Summer 2017
SBS AS Survey showed 67%
(270/401) of SBS staff having
P&DRs (August/September
2017).

2.4

Version 1

Lack of awareness of
mentoring opportunities
across all career paths/roles
demonstrated by feedback
from the AS SBS Workshop
2017.
25% of respondents (101/401)
in the SBS AS survey wanted

New action
Also linked to
previous action:
FLS Silver AP 9.1
“All academic and
research staff to
be offered a
mentor”

16/05/2018
Responsibility

Timeline

Success Measure

Review uptake of both
reviewee and reviewer
training.

2. Introduce electronic P&DR
system across all roles in the School
to standardise P&DR process,
introduce senior review of oversight
of a proportion of P&DRs and
introduce a central place where all
P&DRs are stored electronically so
that staff can view their previous
P&DRs easily.

HoS
HoSO
SBS HR Partner

August 2018

Target 75% uptake of
P&DRs in 2018 within SBS
(measured by AS Survey).
University benchmark 82%
in 2016/17. Aim for 90% of
P&DRs across all roles by
2020.

1. Promote the successful
“Manchester Gold” scheme more
widely within the School.

HoS
DLs

March 2019

Increase the uptake of SBS
staff having mentors either
via Manchester Gold or
recruitment of other
mentor elsewhere by 10%
as measured by SBS AS
Survey.
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Proposed Action

Responsibility

Timeline

Success Measure

2. Offer training to line‐managers
emphasising the benefits of
mentorship for staff and ensure it is
discussed with new staff. Include
outline of benefits in induction pack
(linked to 1.1).

SBS HR Partner
Line Managers
DLs

March 2019

3. Empower staff to find their own
mentor through widely publicised
training event and information
session led by SLDU.

CARD
SLDU
TE@M
PSS Development
Network

June 2019

4. Provide an incentive/reward to
become a mentor by making
mentoring a recognised activity in
the P&DR process. Encourage
Divisional leads to use the
University “Thank You” scheme for
this purpose.

SBS SLT

March 2019

1. Increase awareness of the
current networking opportunities:
WiFBMH Network, SBS Programme
Managers Network, RPMN, TE@M,
PSS Development Network and
Researcher Development Board,
Research Staff Rep Network, Faculty
Fellows Network, Postdoc Group,
Health Services Researcher

AS SAT
CARD
AS
Communications
TE@M

September 2020 10% increase in staff and
PGR students attending
networking events as
evidenced by the annual AS
SBS Survey and network
reports.

more mentor opportunities,
especially research staff.

2.5

Results of the 2017 AS SBS
Survey showed that 20% of
respondents would like more
opportunities for role‐specific
networking, both internally
and externally. In addition,
there are limited opportunities
for PGR students (feedback
from PGR Survey).

Previous action:
FLS Silver AP 12.0
“Limited
networking for
female scientists
in the North
West/Northern
England”

Page 12

Increase in number of
mentors in SBS by 10% as
measured by SBS AS
Survey.
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Proposed Action

16/05/2018
Responsibility

Timeline

Success Measure

2. Include free text responses in
future SBS AS Annual survey about
what type of networking events
different staff would benefit from
and any barriers to attending these
types of events.

AS SAT
AS Working
Groups

Annually

3. Hold a network event aimed
particularly at PGR students.

PGR reps
AS Working
Groups

March 2019

4. Doctoral Academy will pay for
one year subscription (up to a
maximum of £50) for PGR students
to join a Scientific Society.

Doctoral Academy

September 2019 Monitor and review uptake
of new scheme.

Measure gender pay gap at
professorial level (A‐E professorial
zones) annually.

HoS
HoSO

September 2018 Increase in numbers of
under‐represented staff
applying for annual non‐
clinical professorial salary

Network.
In the 2017 PRES Survey, only
45% of SBS respondents
agreed they had sufficient
advice on career options. In
addition, only 65% of students
reported they had been given
opportunities to become
involved in the wider research
community, outside of their
department.

2.6

Address the gender‐pay gap at
professorial levels.

New action
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Proposed Action

16/05/2018
Responsibility

Timeline

review.

Provide gender professorial pay
zone information to HoD to ensure
that they encourage under‐
represented staff to apply under
the annual non‐clinical professorial
salary review.
3.0
3.1

ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE
Possible mixed adherence to
core‐hour culture.

3.2

3.3

Previous action:
FLS Silver 6.14
“Timings of
meetings does
not always
adhere to core
hours”

1. Ensure core hour
recommendation is adhered to.
Example set by senior leadership
team. Vary the location of meetings
to accommodate the multiple site
issue within the School and offer
video‐link/skype options.

AS SAT
SBS SLT

March 2019

Increase the visibility and
profile of minority groups.

Previous action:
FLS Silver 5.12
“Continue to raise
the visibility and
profile of women
in the Faculty
with records
kept”.

1. Raise the visibility of key role
models within the School via
interviews and SBS newsletter to
include all genders, BME staff and
students from all career stages.

AS Working
Groups
AS
Communications
Team

March 2019

Staff are stressed and over‐
worked.

New action

1. Ensure workload is discussed
during P&DRs

HoS
DL
Line Managers

The University Staff Survey
2017 and the SBS AS Survey
2017 demonstrated that SBS.
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Success Measure

Ensure 80% of School
Meetings are held within
core hours and on
alternative days to allow
part‐time staff to attend.

Indicated by 75% of staff
reporting not being
stressed in workplace as
evidenced by staff and AS
SBS Surveys.
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Proposed Action

Responsibility

Timeline

2. Promote guidance and coping
strategies for staff.

HoS
HoSO
DLs
j
AS
Communications
Team
Divisional SR Leads

Success Measure

94% of SBS staff feels (always
7%; frequently 27%;
occasionally 61%,; never 6%)
stressed at work according to
UoM 2017 staff survey
50% of all staff responding to
the 2017 AS SBS Survey
agreed/tend to agree said that
they felt stressed at work. This
was the highest amongst
academic staff (64%; 94/147).

3. Communicate wellbeing
initiatives at a School and Faculty
level, particularly promoting the
annual University wide well‐being
week. Develop a strategy to for the
School to focus on key activities.
3.4

Having larger Schools and
Faculty creates new challenges
for integration of staff,
including split site difficulties
and integration of Athena
SWAN initiatives across the
Schools/Faculty. In particular,
there is currently a lack of

New action

1. Have quarterly meetings with the
three schools (SBS, SMS, SHS) to
discuss progress with AS initiatives.
Devise a plan to record where data
AS data at Schools level is captured
automatically to inform action
points involving all 3 Schools and
where not, devise alternative
Page 15
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SMS SAT

October 2019

June 2018
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Issue

Version 1
New or Previous
Action

PGR students do not have an

Responsibility

Timeline

Success Measure

2. Promote other ideas for
integration of staff, e.g. Division of
Musculoskeletal and Dermatological
Sciences has piloted a Randomised
Coffee Trial to connect people
better within the Division, Away
Days, staff‐family Garden Party and
coffee roulette.

SBS SLT
DLs

September 2019 Measure uptake of staff
integration events.

3. SBS AS publication similar to UoM
“You said, we did” in monthly SBS
newsletter. Campaign to give
feedback on actions taken due to
SBS AS Survey/action plan.

AS SAT
AS
Communications
Team

September 2018 Review impact of actions
achieved in SBS AS Annual
Survey.

4. Review and revisit technologies in
place to overcome spilt site issues,
e.g., video conferencing facilities to
overcome communication issues.

AS Working
Groups
AS
Communications
Team
DLs
Divisional
Operations
Managers

March 2019

1. PGR representatives to be invited

SBS Committees

December 2018

solutions for capturing data to
inform future action plans/ECU
submissions. Also work with other
schools to promote AS at
Faculty/University events.

School level data, most
currently being Faculty/
University level (apart from
the 2017 SBS AS Survey).

3.5

Proposed Action

16/05/2018

New Action
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Version 1
New or Previous
Action

AS voice as evidenced by the
PRES 2017 survey, which
showed only 58% of students
in SBS agreed that the
University values and
responds to feedback from
research degree students.

3.6

SBS staff have a poor
understanding of impact of
previous silver AS award as
reported in the 2017 AS SBS
Survey.

New action

16/05/2018

Proposed Action

Responsibility

to all SBS Committees including
Divisional PGR tutor meetings, AS
SAT and AS Working Group
Meetings.

SBS SLT
HoS
SBS PGR Director

2. Carry out PGR focus groups to
gain feedback on AS‐related issues.
Link in with the PGR Student
Representatives Forum which
meets every two months.

AS SAT
AS Working
Groups
PGR Reps and
Director

November 2018

1. Devise SBS AS communication
plan, including new ways of
communicating with staff, e.g.
social media.

AS SAT
DL

September 2018 10% Increase in uptake of
annual AS SBS Survey in
2018 (43% of staff
responded in 2017).
Qualitative analysis of free
text comments on AS
Annual Survey.

2. Ensure AS information is up to
date on the new Faculty website.

AS SAT

3. Ensure AS/SR is included on the
agenda at all Divisional Meetings
(by AS/SR Leads) and is covered by
the School Board Meetings by AS
SAT representatives.

HoS
AS SAT
SR Lead
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Timeline

Success Measure

UoM figures) in PGR
students feeling valued and
listened to in 2019 PGR AS
Survey.

SR Lead to report on
progress biannually at SBS
SLT meetings. SBS AS SAT
Chair to report biannually
on progress of AS actions
at School Board Meetings.
Raise awareness in SBS
University of Manchester | School of Biological Sciences

SBS Action Plan
Ref

Issue

Version 1
New or Previous
Action

Proposed Action

16/05/2018
Responsibility

Timeline

Success Measure

monthly newsletter.
4. SBS AS publication similar to UoM
“You said, we did” Campaign to give
feedback on actions taken due to
staff AS SBS Survey results (repeat
of action 3.4.3)
3.7

University level policy on
limiting child access to
University buildings.

New action

1. Provide clear guidance on policy
and ensure all staff are advised of
health and safety reasons for policy
by highlighting in announcements
and including link to policy in
induction handbook.

SBS SLT

September 2018

2. Exploring other options for
emergency care for dependants
(e.g. children’s holiday clubs, IT
toolkit to enable remote
working/participation in meetings)

AS SAT
AS Working
Groups

September 2019

3.8

Misalignment between
different roles in
communicating out of hours
by email and appreciation of
core working hours as raised
at AS SBS Workshop 2017.

New action

1. Plan an “Email Hell to Heaven”
week with daily tips on how to deal
with the volume of emails sent and
communicate expectations.

AS SAT
SBS SLT
HoS
HoSO

February 2019

3.9

Lack of recognition of AS and
Social Responsibility (SR)
initiatives/ contributions
amongst staff and students.

New action

1. Inclusion of SR and AS initiatives
and progress on all SLT meetings at
School and Divisional level, driven
by AS and SR leads.

AS and SR
Divisional leads

September 2019 Review evidence from
minutes of SLT meetings.
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Attendance of workshops
organised during week
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SBS Action Plan
Ref

4.0
4.1

Issue

FLEXIBLE WORKING AND
CAREER BREAKS
Lack of awareness of the
University Flexible Working
Policy and types of flexible
working as evidenced by the
AS SBS Survey 2017 (64%
(256/401) of respondents
unaware of policy but 57%
(228/401) of respondents
work flexibly).

Version 1
New or Previous
Action

Previous action:
FLS Silver 17.1
“Raise the profile
of flexible
working
arrangements”
Previous action:
FLS Silver 17.2
“Raise the profile
of flexible
working options
for
parents/carers”

16/05/2018

Proposed Action

Responsibility

Timeline

2. Increase recognition of staff
contributions to SR and AS through
valid career progression and
transition channels. Ensure
consideration of SR and AS activities
on clearly recorded on the P&DR
form and ensure this is covered in
all P&DR training (see section 2.3)

SLDU
SBS HR Partner

September 2019 Ask about recognition of AS
activities from line
managers in SBS AS annual
survey.

1. Introduce “Flexible Working
Champions” as role models to show
how flexible working has helped
staff across different roles to
achieve a good work life balance via
a blog and host a workshop to
promote. Embed flexible working
role models in International
Women’s Day events.

AS Working
Groups
Faculty E&D
HR Partner

June 2020

2. Capture data on informal
arrangements for flexible working
via free text in Annual AS SBS
Survey and explore
facilitators/challenges to flexible

AS SAT
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Success Measure

20% increase in awareness
of the University policy of
flexible working as per SBS
AS Survey.
Monitor number of staff
requesting flexible working
and taking it informally
(difficult to measure) or
formally as evidenced by
AS annual survey.
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SBS Action Plan
Ref

Issue

Version 1
New or Previous
Action

Proposed Action

16/05/2018
Responsibility

Timeline

Success Measure

working options across all staff
groups.
3. Consider impact on existing staff
in the office on flexible working
colleagues and offer guidance on
how best to manage this, especially
when working across multiple sites.
Add option to join meetings
remotely when inviting attendees
to meetings.

SBS HR Partner
SLDU

4.2

Lack of advice and guidance
around IT options for those
working flexibly.

New action

1. Develop an IT Toolkit for Flexible
Working to help access networks
remotely, join meetings remotely
and other ways to communicate
when working outside of the
workplace. Need ownership by
Central IT Services.

AS Working
Groups
Central IT Services

September 2020 Ongoing development
driven by feedback from
SBS AS survey

4.3

Improve resource/support
available in the lead up to and
during parental leave.

Previous action:
SPS Silver 6.6
“Put contingency
plans in place
within first 6
months of
pregnancy”

1. Raise awareness amongst line
managers that the School may
cover the cost of maternity pay if
this is not covered by research grant
bodies (common) via HR “In a
nutshell” training and maternity
toolkit information.

SBS HR Partner
AS Working
Groups
Divisional
Operations
Managers

June 2018

2. Ensure all line managers are

SBS HR Partner

June 2019
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% uptake of “In a nutshell”
training.
Quantitative and
qualitative feedback from
maternity toolkit online
form, to include
understanding of maternity
pay and leave allowance.
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SBS Action Plan
Ref

Issue

Version 1
New or Previous
Action

Proposed Action

16/05/2018
Responsibility

Timeline

Success Measure

1. Promote Parents networks (for
staff and students) to all
staff/students returning from
parental leave.

AS Working
Groups

September 2020 Monitor % uptake of
networks.

2. Update and expand maternity
toolkit to include advice/guidance
for fathers and shared parental
leave and make it more practical
and user‐friendly advice. Include
checklist for pre‐ and post‐ parental
leave.

AS Working
Groups
SBS HR Partner

March 2020

3. Provide cases studies from staff
and students of managing the
return to work process.

AS Working
Groups

March 2019

trained in maternity/paternity/
shared parental and adoption leave
policies, guidance and availability of
staff wellbeing networks. Promote
wellbeing/work‐life balance in
future SBS job adverts.
4.4

Lack of practical support for
parents returning from
maternity/paternity/adoption
leave (AS Annual Survey 2017,
AS SBS Workshop 2017).

Previous action:
SPS Silver 6.4
“Encourage all
mothers
returning from
maternity leave
to attend a peer‐
support group
and pair new
mothers with
experienced
mothers”.
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Monitor uptake with short
online feedback form.
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SBS Action Plan

Version 1

16/05/2018

Ref

Issue

New or Previous
Action

Proposed Action

Responsibility

Timeline

Success Measure

4.5

Measure the impact of career
breaks and part‐time working
on career development.

New action

1. Include specific career
development and promotion
questions on AS Annual Survey for
those who have returned from long‐
term leave over the past 5 years or
returning to work part time.

AS SAT
AS Working
Groups

March 2020

Report % of staff promoted
with or without a career
break by including in the
annual SBS AS Survey.

2. Assess timeline of career
progression amongst long term staff
at the University of Manchester
who have taken long term leave.

SBS HR Partner

July 2019

Continue to monitor
success rate to 2020.

Explore options for time off work
for people with long‐term chronic
diseases (e.g. MS, arthritis).
Introduce “In a nutshell” training on
this area.

AS Working
Groups

March 2019

4.6

More consideration for staff
with tailored needs as a result
of disability/religion.

New action

Explore considerations for staff
during religious festivals, e.g.
Ramadan.

BME: Black and Minority Ethnic; CARD: Centre for Academic and Researcher Development; DLs: Divisional Leads; E&D Team: Equality and Diversity Team; FBMH: Faculty of Biology Medicine and Health;
HoD: Heads of Divisions; HoS: Head of School; HoSO : Head of School Operations; HR: Human Resources; PGR: Post Graduate Research; PRES: Post Graduate Research Survey; PSS: Professional Support
Staff; RPMN: Research Programme Managers Network; RRE: Research Review Exercise; SAT: Self‐Assessment Team; SBS: School of Biological Sciences; SHS: School of Health Sciences; SMS: School of
Medical Sciences; SLDU: Staff Learning and Development Unit; SLT: Senior Leadership Team; SR: Social Responsibility; TE@M: Technical Expertise @ Manchester; TLS: Teaching, Learning and Support;
UGT: Under Graduate Teaching; UoM: University of Manchester.
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